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Hammerlock Links
When High Strength is Essential

Suncor’s Hammerlock Links are the only choice when high strength is essential to your 
application. Hammerlock Links are used to attach chain to master links or to install 
new body chain in old slings. Suncor’s Hammerlock Links are strong, dependable and 
make on the job installation fast and easy. The Hammerlock Links are drop forged 
and load rated. They are available in 3/16”, 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 1/2” and 5/8” sizes and 
are made from grade 316-NM stainless steel for maximum corrosion resistance and 
durability. The inner and outer surfaces have a flattened profile and the point where 
the link halves join is precision machined for a reliable fit and greater movement.

Replacement pin sets are available and include the pin, bushing and roll pin  
(S0655-KT Series).  

S0655 Series

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

New Advanced 
Product Search

The Most Detailed  
Specifications in the Industry

Ready for Launch
Suncor Introduces a  

New and Improved Website 
Suncor Stainless is excited to announce the launch of our new 
and improved website. Our main goal with the new website is 
to provide our current and prospective customers with the most 
accurate and current stainless steel product information while 
sharing our knowledge and expertise of the stainless steel industry, 
product development and innovation.

The new website features improved navigation and a handful of
features which will make the overall experience more impactful

on any type of device. Amongst the new 
features, the site utilizes an advanced 
product search that enables visitors to sort 
through thousands of product selections 
and options. Visitors can use the filters, by 
using drop-down menus, to find products 
that only meet the criteria that they are 
filtering for. Ultimately, this will allow our 
customers to quickly find products with the 
features or specifications that they require.

The site also introduces new and expanded 
product specifications. All Suncor products 
recently had their specifications reviewed and 
expanded on and we are proud to say that 
we offer one of the most detailed product 
specification catalogs in the industry.

Product feature icons have also been added 
to each product page allowing visitors to 
quickly identify the key features associated 
with each Suncor product.

We will be regularly updating our  
content with helpful information, news, 
announcements, press releases and white 
papers on the Blog, Product Information 
and Support, and News and Events pages.

We hope you enjoy the new website and that 
it is a valuable resource for your stainless 
steel product and information needs.

Product Feature Icons
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Wide Handle  
Ratchet Strap Series

High Quality and Heavy Duty
When hauling cargo or equipment, high quality heavy-duty 
ratchet assemblies are the only choice to ensure safety and 
proper load management. Suncor’s new Wide Handle Ratchet 
Strap series accommodates webbing widths of 1”, 1.5” and 2”. 
The wide handle series is available with a variety of stainless 
steel hardware options including Wire Lever Harness Clips, Flat 
Hooks, J Hooks, S Hooks or Endless. The wide handle ratchets 
are made from grade 304 stainless steel and feature dual locks, 
a tight grip and easy adjustment. High quality nylon straps 
stand up to abrasion and provide optimal weather resistance. 

Not all ratchet assemblies are created equal. If your cargo  
is important to you, be sure to secure it with a high quality,  
heavy-duty, and long lasting ratchet assembly.

1” 1.5” 2”

High quality nylon webbing combined with 
forged 316 stainless steel harness clips

Threaded and Unthreaded 
Yoke Ends

Larger Sizes Now Available
Suncor’s Threaded and Unthreaded Yoke Ends are made from grade 316-NM 
stainless steel for maximum corrosion resistance and durability. They are ideal for 
marine and industrial turnbuckle applications to support pivoting movement along 
one axis when threaded onto shafts, rods, and other assemblies. A new larger 
1 inch size has been added to the S0113-RC and S0113-U series. The new part 
numbers are S0113-RC25 (threaded, UNC) and S0113-U025 (unthreaded). 

S0113-U Series

S0113-RC Series

Galvanized Folding 
Grapnel Anchors

Available in a Variety of Colors
The Folding Grapnel Anchor is cast iron galvanized and 
will hold in mud, sand, gravel, and rock. It is designed for 
the temporary mooring of small boats, sailboats, personal 
watercraft (PWC), inflatable boats, canoes, and float tubes.  
It comes complete with one galvanized shackle (G8001 
series only), 38 feet of nylon rope spliced to it, an in-line 
buoy which slides up and down the rope, a stainless steel 
spring clip at the end and a nylon storage bag. The storage 
bag means you can neatly stow this anchor system in your 
PWC or boat, protecting it and your vessel. It fits into most 
personal watercraft seat compartments. The new color 
options make the anchors easy to spot in the water.

S0202 Series

S0206 Series

S0208 Series

ITEM SIZE (lb) COLOR
G8001-MKII-BLACK 1.5 Black

G8003-MKII-BLACK 3.5 Black

G8001-MKII-BLUE 1.5 Blue

G8003-MKII-BLUE 3.5 Blue

G8001-MKII-GREEN 1.5 Green

G8003-MKII-GREEN 3.5 Green

G8001-MKII-RED 1.5 Red

G8003-MKII-RED 3.5 Red
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